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Thank you to all of you who completed our 

questionnaire.  This will help the childrens committee 

together with the staff to get a better idea of what 

things you like to do at MACS and what things you 

would like to change. 

1. We asked you if the staff help you  

You said 

“They find me something else to do”  “They help me sort our my problems”     

“Depends what the problem is”, “Definitely”, “They see if I’m upset” 

2. We asked you if/ how the MACS leaders help if you are sad. 

You said 

“They cheer me up”, “I have never been hurt or sad at MACS”, and “ 
                     “They clean my cuts and comfort me”. 

 
3. We asked if you feel safe at MACS. 

You said 

“Yes, when it’s hot they make sure we have sun cream on”, “The MACS leaders 
take care of us”, “Because everyone is kind “and “Because they look after us”. 

 
4. We asked if the MACS leaders listen to you and respect you. 

You said  

“The MACS leaders are kind and listen to my ideas”, “Respect my decisions”, “Ask 

for my ideas”, “Listen to me”, “Talk to me” and “If I have an opinion they listen and 

support my opinion”. 
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5. We asked you to tell us how you are involved and included at MACS. 

You said  

“We talk about what happens”, ” We plan together”, “We vote on things”, “MACS 

Committee”, “Because everyone listens to me”, “We get choices”,” We get asked what we 

want to do” and “We use the whiteboard”. 

After talking to the primary 6 children, we asked you how you like to spend your time at 

MACS and asked you to choose between chilling out, being challenged or a bit of both.  

You said                                       18% chill                                                                                                                  13%challenged 

 

 

69% said you wanted both. 

We asked you to tell us how you like to chill and what challenges you. Most of you like to 

chill chatting to friends, drawing and playing with friends.  Your most popular ways to be 

challenged were den building, 

competitions, obstacle courses and 

activities.  

You also told us your favourite things 

at MACS were:   

  

 

 

 

The things you would change went 

from: - Nothing  to more snack, 

baking and gym time, less rules in ict suite and no sun cream. 

Whilst we want you to have fun and will look at your suggestions, some of the rules 

especially the use of sun cream are there to keep you safe. 
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